Comprendo! is an easy to use scaffolding digital curriculum for Spanish and English instruction complete with engaging interactive media, integrated assessments and focus on academic vocabulary across core subjects aligned to K-3 state standards and Common Core.

- Digital Resources for Dual Language or Bilingual Programs
- Over 500 Animations with emphasis in Song, Rhyme, Patterns, and Games
- 100% Spanish/English Video, Text & Audio
- K-3 State-Standards Aligned to Math and Science
- Language Arts, Social Studies, and Music Thematic Content
- Over 3000 Embedded Formative Assessment Questions
- Over 700 Academic Vocabulary Terms
- 800 Printable Worksheets
- “Plug & Teach” - no software to install!
- Over the Network (EON) Platform available

To get a quote, call (877) 329-3464

Comprendo ESS! Video
Planning a Lesson with Comprendo ESS!
Comprendo! is the second product offering from English Spanish Success™ (ESS™), a division of Sunburst Digital aimed at developing bilingualism and biliteracy for both Spanish and English speakers. Comprendo! provides educators with brain based learning and language acquisition curriculum and instructional resources. Comprendo! combines interactive media, music, Tier 2 academic vocabulary, formative assessment, and student activities - all aligned to your state standards and Common Core.

Comprendo! provides teachers and parents with an easy to use, guided program for language acquisition that compliments any Spanish or English K through 3 learning environment. Contact Sunburst today to see how you can introduce this new digital curriculum into your classroom!

Who is Sunburst?

For more than 25 years, the Sunburst team of software developers, instructional designers, sales, service and classroom specialists have been knowledge experts in delivering and connecting innovative digital content solutions to districts, schools, teachers and classrooms. We provide training for educators in the use of our software. Sunburst is driven to fulfill the digital promise to educate because teaching changes the world.

All instructional content is instantly switchable between Spanish and English. The program is delivered on a simple “plug & teach” device for the classroom that requires no software installation and works on Mac or PC platforms. Use with just a projector, or combine with an interactive whiteboard and/or student response system for maximum benefit!
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